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In September, M. Davis & Sons relocated three facilities

from Wilmington DE to one larger location at 

227 Daylesford Court, Kennett Square, PA.

With fabrication services continuing to grow, M. Davis

started looking for a space that would not only

accommodate the current volume and demand, but allow

for growth and greater efficiency. The Kennett Square

checked off all the items on the “wish list.”

With the consolidation of facilities and additional square

footage the new space provides, M. Davis is

implementing new, efficient workflows to help produce

fabrications more quickly. The ability to increase

production in the fabrication shop at Kennett, which

includes the ASME Code team and fabrication

specialists, means M. Davis & Sons brings even more

value to our customers in the local surrounding areas as

well as globally. 

Because of the new facility and property we own, we

will be ready for future expansion," states John Gooden,

President & COO.

M. Davis continues to be headquartered in Delaware

with additional facilities in Newark, DE and Havre de

Grace, MD.

A virtual tour is coming soon, so be on the lookout for a

future eblast!

KENNETT SQUARE, WE ARRIVED
A Message from the M. Davis Executive Leadership Team

M. Davis New Offices & Fabrication Shop



M. DAVIS AWARDED

DIAMOND FOR SAFETY

M. Davis has received the “Diamond” level for Safety STEP

award from ABC chapters in Delaware, Chesapeake Shores,

and Baltimore. The M. Davis safety culture runs strong through

every team member in the field and office. "Safety is My

Responsibility" is a motto every team member knows well. Our

Safety Director, Scott Cudmore, with his team in the Safety

Department, works diligently to keep our staff trained and

sites running smoothly. Vice President of Risk Management

Todd Moran stated, “We are excited to be recognized for our

commitment to safety. It will always be a top priority.”

1-800-91-DAVIS INQUIRIES? Sales@mdavisinc.com

L to R: Scott Cudmore - M. Davis Safety Director, Matt Griffith – M.
Davis Electrical Project Manager, and Greg DeHaas - ABC

Chesapeake Shore Chapter VP

On September 1, 2022, John C. Gooden received the Pro

Patria Award, presented annually by Employer Support of the

Guard and Reserve (ESGR). The ESGR is a Dept. of Defense

office established in 1972 to promote cooperation and

understanding between Reserve Component service members

and civilian employers.

ESGR awarded Pro Patria to M. Davis & Sons and John Gooden

for demonstrating support to the Guard and Reserve through

leadership and practices, including adopting policies that

make it easier for employees to participate in the National

Guard and Reserve. This is the highest-level award that may

be bestowed by an ESGR State Committee.

PRO PATRIA AWARDED

John Gooden, President & COO of M. Davis receives 
award from ESGR State Vice Chair Frank Dobson

 



SERVICE SPOTLIGHT: MEP
Mechanical. Electrical. Plumbing.
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In the world of construction, MEP is a considerable part of building systems.

To our customers, finding three different contractors to manage and execute the Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing

work for their construction projects can be a bear.

From communication to work orders to change orders, job walk-throughs, and audits, handling three or more

contractors means the client’s focus is spread thin.

Fortunately, the experts at M. Davis & Sons have decades of experience handling MEP projects and leading them to

success. We offer a centralized source for MEP, which keeps every project stage running smoothly with higher

efficiencies and clear communication. M. Davis’s safety standards also mean the client can rest assured they are in

qualified, trained hands.

The M. Davis engineering team offers design assistance and 3D models for the estimates to be on point.

Clients that utilize the “one source for all” services of M. Davis & Sons enjoy their MEP projects coming in on time and

handled with compliance and quality workmanship.

Contact M. Davis & Sons to get started: sales@mdavisinc.com

mailto:sales@mdavisinc.com


Whether a complete disassembly or rebuild, our

electrical experts will use their quality control

checklist to review the work needed for each unit

to get it functional again.

Every PPDC is designed for safety and durability,

and refurbishing a sustainale solution that will

keep it running even longer. Reach out to the M.

Davis & Sons Sales team to get started!
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ONE SOURCE FOR ALL

WE MAKE THAT: 
PORTABLE POWER DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

M. Davis & Sons offers power distribution equipment such

as Portal Power Distribution Centers (or PPDC). The PPDC

provides a unique, helpful solution to temporary power

problems or fast turnaround situations in plants and on

construction projects.

The PPDC is UL-Listed and NEMA rated. Since it is reusable

and portable, it can be moved from site to site easily.

Already have a PPDC that needs refurbishing? We can do

that! Our customers can rely on our experts at VTi by M

Davis to handle full refurbishments to any previously

purchased PPDCs they previously purchased. Rather than

spending money to buy new units, we offer the flexibility

for restoration. Weather damage and broken parts are all

repaired and renovated to get the unit running.

Crafted and Refurbished, Yes We Do!
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M. Davis & Sons is gearing up to celebrate Manufacturing Day in the

USA. On October 7, 2022, M. Davis and thousands of other

businesses nationwide will open their doors in person or virtually for

tours and events. The Manufacturing Day celebration shows the

reality of modern-day manufacturing careers.

Offering shop tours is one way M. Davis engages with students,

school instructors, and administrators to show how working in

manufacturing leads to careers that pay well.

Manufacturing Day is an initiative of the Manufacturing Institute with

the Fabrication & Manufacturers Association.

For More Information Click here: www.mfgday.com

IN THE COMMUNITY



On August 6, 2022, the M. Davis & Sons team said farewell to Helen “Snoo” Davis, wife of Charles R. Davis, Chairman of

M. Davis & Sons.

Helen was a remarkable woman. She married Charles in 1958 and worked with him in the early years of M. Davis

handling the payroll and bookkeeping. She is mother to Peggy (Davis) Del Fabbro, CEO of M. Davis. 

Always smiling and kind to everyone she met, she will be greatly missed.

Remembering Helen B. Davis
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Helen "Snoo" Davis, Peggy (Davis) Dell Fabbro (CEO), and Charles Davis (Chairman)



Transforming the way the world views

The industrial construction and fabrication industry 

By providing unparalleled craftsmanship and 

A safe, sustainable environment that allows 

Our Team to have fulfilling careers.

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION,
FABRICATION AND MAINTENANCE

ONE SOURCE FOR ALL

M. DAVIS MISSION STATEMENT

Mike Gilmartin

CFO
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Charles Davis (Chairman), Peggy Del Fabbro (CEO), John Gooden (President & COO), Mike Gilmartin (CFO), 

Todd Moran (VP Risk Management), Christina MacMillan (VP Strategic Development) and Scott Dolor (VP Operations)
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